DEEP COVER TIME AGENTS
THEME:THE PLOT

7-11 YEAR OLDS
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Theme:The Plot
This approach, known as the Deep Cover Time Agents, is designed for students aged
7-11, and is a mixture of class and group work with plenty of opportunities for independent
learning.The students are sent on undercover fact-finding missions by the Doctor.
The approach is organised into four main learning questions which will be answered through
game play as well as investigation and inquiry through classroom activities.These are followed
by a Concluding Activity, to allow the students to demonstrate their acquired learning across
the four main questions.
The four main learning questions are:
1. When and where did the Gunpowder Plot take place?
2. What was the Gunpowder Plot?
3. Who were the Plotters and why did they want to blow up the Houses of Parliament?
4. What really happened in November 1605?
Historical references and key objects are woven throughout the game, and students
should be encouraged to complete notebook pages about the characters and historical
objects they encounter in the game. Notebook resource sheets are supplied at the end
of this part of the pack.

Aims and Objectives
Students will gain an understanding of the main events of the Gunpowder Plot, the main
people involved, their motivation and some of the context.
Supporting Resources
Historical Objects, Characters and Environments of particular relevance to the main learning
questions are clearly indicated and these can be used to support the activities. These and
other supporting resources are available to download from bbc.co.uk/teachers
Downloading the game
Before starting this unit of work, the Gunpowder Plot Adventure Game should be
downloaded from bbc.co.uk/doctorwho. Instructions on how to do so are available in the
The Adventure Games Help section. It is suitable for both PC and Mac platforms.
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1. When and where did the Gunpowder Plot take place?
GAME PLAY
The students should play the first part of the game up to the point where Amy and Rory
overhear the Plotters and realise they have stumbled upon the Gunpowder Plot.They should
stop at the following dialogue:
Amy

We’ve got to find out what’s really going on here.
We need that piece of paper.

While playing the game, the children should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about the characters and historical objects.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
Students should be able to identify the location and historical chronology of the
Gunpowder Plot.
MISSION 1
Read out loud the Doctor’s message asking the students to help him find facts about London
in November 1605. He has some information but needs to know more so he can work out
what is happening.This should include:
• Location
• Date and time period
• What should be happening
• Important State events
• Who is the King or Queen?
• Pictures and maps
The students use the Mission Recording Resource Sheet to collect and organise information.
Through class or group discussion, they then decide how they are going to send the
information they have collected to the Doctor, eg report, letter, email, video etc.
MEMORY GAME
In the style of the ‘I packed my bag’ memory game the children recall any information they
have learned about London in 1605 through playing the game and their further research.
Working round the class or group, each child adds a piece of information to the sentence:
In London in November 1605…
eg
In London in November 1605, King James I was king…
In London in November 1605, King James I was king and there were many rats…
In London in November 1605, King James I was king, there were
many rats and rich people were carried in a litter…
Resources
• Historical Objects: Map of London
• Environments: London Streets
• Resource Sheet 1: Doctor’s Message 1
• Resource Sheet 2: Mission 1 Recording Sheet
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2. What was the Gunpowder Plot?
GAME PLAY
Students should continue to play the game up to the point where Black Rod leaves Rory
alone in the cellars.They should stop at the following dialogue:
Black Rod The Ceremonial Mace, the symbol of our sovereign freedom. It must
never fall into the hands of those bald devils below.
Rory

Right, time to get this paper to the Doctor.

The students should be encouraged to pay particular attention to conversations to help gain
information about the Plot.
While playing the game, the children should be encouraged to complete their notebook
pages with information about the characters and historical objects.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
The students should be able to detail the main elements of the Gunpowder Plot as it was
planned within the historical context of the period.
MISSION 2
Having established the location and time period of the Gunpowder Plot, the students can
investigate the details. Read the Doctor’s next message to the class.This is a message asking
the students to help him find some facts and details about the Plot so that he can work out
what should be happening.This should include:
• Where it was planned to happen
• When they intended to carry it out
• Who was involved and what their roles were
• What was planned to take place
The students use the Mission Recording Resource Sheet to collect and organise information.
Through class or group discussion, the students then decide how they are going to send the
information they have collected to the Doctor, eg report, letter, email, video etc.
TOWN CRIER ROLE PLAY
In groups or pairs, the students prepare a news bulletin about the rumoured plot for the
Town Crier, including the events as they were planned to happen. One member of each
group then performs this to the rest of the class in the style of the Town Crier.
Resources
• Characters: Black Rod
• Historical Objects: Gunpowder Barrel, Gunpowder,
Portrait of King James I, Litter, Union Flag, Monteagle Letter,
Watch,Veiled Lantern
• Resource Sheet 3: Doctor’s Message 2
• Resource Sheet 4: Mission 2 Recording Sheet
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3. Who were the Plotters and why did they want to blow up the
Houses of Parliament?
GAME PLAY
Students should continue with the game play until the Doctor has gained the trust of the Plotters
and has joined their meeting in the Duck and Drake.They should stop at the following dialogue:
Catesby

May God preserve us in his undertaking.
And God save our new Catholic Queen.

Plotters

Our Queen.

The mini-games and the Doctor’s conversations with the Plotters are particularly relevant for
these activities.
While playing the game, children should be encouraged to complete their notebook pages with
information about the characters and historical objects.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
Students should be able to recount details of the individual Plotters and their roles and motives
within the Plot.
MISSION 3
Now that the students have an understanding of the time, location and context of the Gunpowder
Plot, they can start to learn more about the Plotters, some of whom they have met through
playing the game, and discover what their roles were within the Plot.
Read the Doctor’s third message to the class.This is a message asking the students to find out
everything they can about the Plotters and their motives so that he can successfully infiltrate their
gang and start to put history right again.They should find information on all 13 Plotters including:
• Names
• Where they come from
• Family background

• Career
• Education
• Role in the Plot

• Interests
• Religion
• Pictures

The students should use the Mission Recording Resource Sheet to collect and organise
information.Through class or group discussion, the students then decide how they are going to
send the information they have collected to the Doctor, eg report, letter, email, video etc.
WHO AM I?
Students are each given the identity of a plotter.This is done in such a way that they do not know
which plotter they are, eg sticky note is placed on each student’s forehead and they then ask
questions to determine their identity.
Resources
• Characters:The Plotters
• Historial Objects: Map of London
• Resource Sheet 5: Doctor’s Message 3
• Resource Sheet 6: Mission 3 Recording Sheet
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4.What really happened in November 1605?
GAME PLAY
The students can now continue to play the game. It is not necessary to complete the entire
game before moving on to this section. Game play can continue throughout.
ACTIVITIES
Learning Outcome
The students should be able to recount details of the events surrounding the Gunpowder
Plot as they really happened in 1605.
MISSION 4
With the knowledge and understanding the students have acquired about the Gunpowder
Plot and the Plotters, they should now be able to investigate and recount the actual events as
they happened in 1605.
Read the Doctor’s fourth message to the class. In this message, the Doctor tells the students
that he has managed to infiltrate the gang and has a plan but needs their help to make sure
he corrects history. He needs as much information as possible about what really happened in
1605.This should include:
• What happened on the night of 4th November 1605?
• Who was caught?
• Where were they caught and by whom?
• Who got away and when and where they were eventually captured?
• How many barrels of gunpowder were there?
Students use the Mission Recording Resource Sheet to collect and organise information.
Through class or group discussion the students then decide how they are going to send the
information they have collected to the Doctor, eg report, letter, email, video etc.
TRUE OR FALSE
Split the class into small teams. In the style of ‘Call My Bluff’, each team describes in some
detail a true event or a misconception related to the Gunpowder Plot.The other teams then
have to use their knowledge of the plot to decide whether it is true or false, eg
“Guy Fawkes was the ring leader of the Gunpowder plotters.”
This activity will help embed the understanding of the actual events of the Gunpowder Plot
as they happened in 1605.
Resources
• Historical Objects: Map of London
• Environments: London Streets, Houses of Parliament
• Resource Sheet 7: Doctor’s Message 4
• Resource Sheet 8: Mission 4 Recording Sheet
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Concluding Activity
To demonstrate the learning acquired through the Deep Cover Time Agents approach, the
students complete a concluding activity in response to a final message from the Doctor. In this
message he asks them to send him a closure report summarising what they have learned about
the Gunpowder Plot for his TARDIS Time Files.
ACTIVITY
Read the Doctor’s final message to the class. The students use the Closure Report resource sheet
to organise information and to help structure their final report.The report should include the
following information:
• When and where the Gunpowder Plot took place
• Why was it planned?
• Who was involved in the plot?
• The events of 4th/5th November 1605
The students decide through group or class discussion on how they will send their final report to
the Doctor, eg report, letter, email, video etc.
Organisation
For each of these activities the students can work individually or in small groups to discover as
much as they can about the Gunpowder Plot while completing the Doctor’s missions.They can
use the resource sheets provided to help ensure that they collect the relevant information.The
children can then discuss as a class or a group how to present their learning.This could be in the
form of a class talk, a multimedia presentation, a report, a letter or an email to the Doctor etc.
Resources
• Resource Sheet 9: Deep Cover Time Agents’ Closure Report
• Resource Sheet 10: Doctor’s Message 5
• Resource Sheet 11:Thank you message from the Doctor
• Resource Sheet 12: Deep Cover Time Agents’ Badges
• Deep Cover Time Agents’ Notebook
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Resource Sheet 1: Doctor’s Message 1
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Mission 1 Recording Sheet
Location
Date
Monarch
Major Events

Important Information

Maps/pictures

Resource Sheet 2: Mission 1 Recording Sheet
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Hello again you lot,
Well done! That stuff you sent me was just right, helped me out of
a few scrapes I can tell you. So it looks like we are right in the middle
of the Gunpowder Plot. I know, I might even meet Guy Fawkes! How
exciting.
But as I said to you before, I need to be spot on with all the details
if I am going to make sure what happens is what should have happened,
if you know what I mean.
What I need from you lot is the details of the Gunpowder Plot plan.
Not what actually happened but what the Plotters themselves planned
to do. Where it was going to happen - When? How? Who? What?
Details are so very important. I may need to get involved with their
plan, just to keep history on track so I need to know all the facts.
Everything. Dates, times, places, names - all that kind of stuff
will be very useful.
You were so good with the first lot, I’m sure you’ll rise to this
challenge too.
Anyway, I must dash - I’m sure I should be doing something very clever.
Possibly involving a clown. And some badgers…
I’ll be in touch again soon and remember, details.
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 3: Doctor’s Message 2
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Mission 2 Recording Sheet
Where?
What is the purpose of the Plot?

When?
Who is involved in the Plot?

Who is going to do what?

Important information, meeting places etc.

Maps/ floorplans/ pictures

Resource Sheet 4: Mission 2 Recording Sheet
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Hello,
It’s me. Again. And guess what? I need your help. Again. That last stuff
you gave me about the plot was a brilliant! So much detail. Well, it now
looks like I am going to have to get very close to these Plotters and
become one of their gang. I need to make them believe that I’m one of
them. I‘ve got my psychic paper and that will be a big help but I need
to know everything I can about each of them. It’s so easy for me to get
caught out and that would be very bad for all of us. Well, I say ‘us’ but
right now I really mean ‘me’…
So, I need you to find out as much as you can about each of the
13 Plotters - their names, where they come from, their family
background, what they’ve been doing and what their role is in
the plot. Also anything you can tell me about their hobbies or
religion. Oh, and so I know which Plotter is which, if you can
find some pictures or descriptions that would be good too.
You see, the more I know about the Plotters the easier it will be for me
to infiltrate their group and get history back on track.
Remember if history changes, so does the future and that’s not good
for you lot. Last time I got it a bit wrong, someone ended up becoming
the headteacher of a school who shouldn’t have and… well, that just
got messy. But don't worry, it wasn't yours. I don't think...
So, with the help of you lot, my Deep Cover Time Agents, I’ll be able to
fix everything and, at the same time, sort out this other business too.
I’d better let you get started. You’ve got a lot of work to do.
Good luck!
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 5: Doctor’s Message 3
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Mission 3 Recording Sheet
The Plotters
Name
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Religion
Family Information

Education

Occupation

Role in the Plot

Interesting Information

Resource Sheet 6: Mission 3 Recording Sheet
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Hello again!
How are you all doing? You’ve been working very hard indeed. I managed
to infiltrate the Plotters’ meeting entirely due to all your help and hard
work. Now I have a plan to fix everything but, guess what? I need your help
once again.
Right, I need you find out for me what actually happened on 5th
November 1605. Who was caught, where and by whom? Who got away and
when and where were they eventually captured? How many barrels of
gunpowder were there? You know the way it works - as much detail as
possible - times, places, names, every little piece of information that
you can find out.
The Plotters’ plan is quite complicated and a bit tricky, but I’m really
good at tricky - especially if I have all the facts. It would be a terrible
shame if we didn’t manage to sort this business out. I’ve always loved the
bonfires and fireworks on the 5th of November.
I know you lot can do this, so get to it and the very best of luck.
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 7: Doctor’s Message 4
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Mission 4 Recording Sheet
What Really Happened?
How was the Plot discovered?

When was the Plot discovered?

Who was arrested, where and when?

Who escaped and where did they escape to?

When and where were the rest of the Plotters arrested?

Other information

Resource Sheet 8: Mission 4 Recording Sheet
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AGENCY CLOSURE REPORT

Resource Sheet 9: Deep Cover Time Agents’ Closure Report

TOP
SECRET
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Hello there,
I wanted to say a quick thank you to each and every one of you, and say
how impressed I am by the work you, my Deep Cover Time Agents, have
done. All that detail you gave me – brilliant.
Now I have to ask you for one last thing. It’s about paperwork. Yes,
paperwork. You probably thought that would be the last thing I would be
looking for. Well, it’s not really me, it’s the TARDIS. She’s a real stickler
for everything being just right and apparently we need something called a
‘Closure Report’ for this case. When I use Deep Cover Time Agents like you
lot, the system gets all messed up if I don’t close the case properly – and
the TARDIS sulks. Oh, and when she sulks, she really sulks… it’s not pretty.
So, if you could just send one final report summarising all that stuff you
researched for me. The where, when, who, how, why - you know the sort of
thing I am looking for.
You really have been very good and a huge help, so thank you again and I
look forward to reading your reports.
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 10: Doctor’s Message 5
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Hello again,
Thank you so much for your Closure Reports, they were very good and
thankfully that’s for all the red tape sorted now. Red tape is not cool.
The detail you included in your reports was very impressive - detail is so
important when you're traveling through time. The simplest mistake can
catch you out and then the trouble you can cause can be huge. Especially
the timey wimey stuff - now that can be very dangerous. I could tell you
a few stories about that!
You certainly make very good Deep Cover Time Agents, so I hope I’ll be able
to call on your help again some time. Maybe I could give you badges, and
that way I’ll know who you are. Mind you, I wouldn’t wear them when you’re
on a mission. That might just give the game away. I like badges - badges
are cool!
Thank you once again for all your hard work.
Until we meet again,
The Doctor

Resource Sheet 11: Thank you message from the Doctor
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DEEP COVER TIME AGENTS
BADGE TEMPLATE

Resource Sheet 12: Deep Cover Time Agents’ Badges
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DEEP COVER TIME AGENTS' NOTEBOOK

Deep Cover Time Agents' Notebook
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